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                   Chapter 2: Structure of Individual Protections
                                       
                     Articles 2.1: Individual Protections
                                       
                                       
_2.1.a No Harm
 The human body can not be harmed. Not for the purpose of of extracting
 information (torture), or for the purpose of punishment, or any other
 purpose against the will of that particular human body (person).
.
.  Reasoning. The human justice and investigative systems are
.  not perfect because they are not all knowing. For every
.  act of aggression, justice can demand retribution and
.  compensation. If a person is physically harmed in the process
.  of creating justice, it can become impossible to rectify
.  the aggression. The threat of being subjected as an innocent
.  person to state violence is a form of mass punishment on innocent
.  people, punishment without crime. Torture is punishment before
.  conviction, therefore punishment of innocent people.
.  There can be no death penalty because it violates these
.  principles, and because too little is known about death.
                                       
                                       
    _2.1.a-1 Compensation
     The People or in their absence the Government will set compensations
     in case of convicting innocent people.
.   
.      Reasoning. Innocent people are not to be locked up, and no
.      punishments implemented for which there exists no sufficient
.      compensation.
                                       
                                       
    _2.1.a-2 Animals
     Animals are not to be treated with cruelty.
.   
.      Reasoning. Cruelty is to inflict pain where this is not
.      necessary for any reasonable purpose to help the creature that
.      is suffering the pain. This is evil and needs to be outlawed,
.      although it is not strictly necessary to do so in a Constitution.

                                       
                                       
  _2.1.b Free speech

 People have the right to express any opinion they want.
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. 

.  Reasoning. Without being able to speak freely (speaking, writing,

.  signing, etc), development of policies and understanding is unfairly

.  restrained. The right to speak freely is augmented with the natural

.  right to not listen and ignore the speaker.
                                       
                                       
    _2.1.b-1 No insult
     People have a right not to be repeatedly, apparently directly,
     apparently purposefully insulted in public areas, in a difficult way
     to escape.
. 
.      Reasoning. The `freedom of speech' can be abused beyond its use,
.      which is stimulating debate and opinion, to become `freedom to
.      insult' and `freedom for pestering.' This article aims to differentiate
.      between `writing a public letter in .5 mm high font and posting it
.      on the inside of your own window facing outward', and `playing a
.      tape with meaningless insults toward a certain population group all
.      day every day on the only road into town.' Clearly there is a 
.      sliding scale between what is fruitful opinion and what is vengeful
.      insult, potentially different for speaker and listener. One may
.      also take the view that it is often better to ignore a singular insult,
.      which might even be taken as a provocation to make a legal case,
.      part of a pestering campaign, which may lead up to physical violence.
.      If an insult can be easily avoided from being received, then it
.      can be part of the duty of the receiver to try to avoid receiving it.
.      At least the limit here is set high, so that the behavior is
.      clearly "out of line" according to most people, and may be the verbal
.      provocations leading up to physical violence. Having all kinds of legal
.      cases about "insult" is too costly and has too little meaning to bother
.      with. If a person holds a long monologue about the "ills of whatever
.      group", and does not show up every day to do the exact some thing in 
.      public, it is not repeatedly and possibly neither purposefully, and
.      therefore it fails to qualify. Written signs/messages that are visible
.      all the time do qualify for `repeatedly', if they contain otherwise
.      meaningless insults it is `apparently purposefully insulting', if in
.      a public place it is also `apparently directly,' and if the message
.      is in 1 meter high font on a road cumbersome to avoid it is also
.      `difficult to escape.' Then these signs should be taken down if
.      someone wins the legal case (if a government mechanism hasn't already
.      removed it). When someone goes walking through a town looking for
.      insulting messages to make a legal procedure, finding any can not
.      qualify because they aren't `difficult to escape' if one is looking
.      for them. It only qualifies if one encounters them during regular
.      activities. Detail issues what to do with postal services and such more 
.      special problems can be solved in the `common laws' or by judges (`can
.      you escape it by not taking such a job if you are easily insulted', or
.      `are people not to insult (the group) a post-man (might belong to)').
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_2.1.c Freedom of Assembly
 People are free to assemble themselves in organized groups. Groups who
 have as their aim the changing of the Government and/or society system
 in whatever way, can not be disbanded because of their ideas.
.
.  Reasoning. Public democracy demands complete freedom of speech on
.  political matters. Ideas can not be criminal, only actions. Political
.  parties can be a motor for change, even though their ideas at first
.  seem reprehensible or even criminal to the majority.
                                       
                                       
_2.1.d Property Right
 Your legal property can not be taken away from you. You can not
 take away the legal property of someone.
.
.  Reasoning. Robbery is not allowed, when people own things legally,
.  this is essential for their life. People have to be secure in the
.  property that they earned, or why would they even bother working and
.  assembling anything. If people can't profit from their work, the
.  good who are productive are not rewarded, rather the bad that steal
.  it away without being productive are. This would be a long term threat
.  for society, causing degeneration.
                                       
                                       
_2.1.e Privacy
 A person has a natural right to Privacy of his personal belongings,
 body and home.

 See also Article 3.2.b-4, Police and Privacy.
.
.  Reasoning. It may happen that Government feels it wants to know
.  things, to be a more efficient Government or some other common interest.
.  It may then come into the temptation to demand access to private homes.
.  This article is to discourage that (making it illegal). This also
.  extends to other people: other people may not invade the privacy of
.  another's belongings and home. The word `natural' means to hint at
.  some `common-sense' regarding this: is the door to a home open, then
.  looking in is not illegal, but more or less `natural.' If the person
.  wanted to claim the privacy right, it would have closed the door.
.  Does an open door does not imply the right to walk through it ? These
.  kind of things depend on the nature of the situation: a shop, yes,
.  a home, probably not; but if it was open and one wanted to warn the
.  owner, the punishment could be much smaller or non-existent, etc.
                                       
                     Articles 2.2: Justice
                                       
                                       
_2.2.a Fair trial
 All people when sufficiently suspected of a crime are tried by an 
 objective, impartial and competent judiciary, in public. Equal cases
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 are treated equally. In case of a public prosecutor, neither the prosecution 
 Judges know the defendant personally or have a direct relation with the
 defendant. In case of two claiming parties, the Judge knows 
 personally or has a direct relation with either.
 
 Justice is done according to the published Laws that held on the moment
 the crime occurred.
.
.  Reasoning. Need objective government system. The rule for Law
.  old law ruling old cases makes it impossible to pass a law and then
.  sentence people under it that could not know that what they did was
.  illegal because it was not illegal (long established principle of 
.  Justice). `Equal cases ...' is copied from the current (2007) Dutch
.  Constitution.
                                       
                                       
    _2.2.a-1 Presumed innocent
     People suspected of crime are presumed innocent until proven guilty.
.  
.      Reasoning. Objectivity.
                                       
                                       
    _2.2.a-2 Equal pleading effort
     Someone suspected of crime has the right to plead its case at least
     for one and a half the amount of time as its accuser(s) are pleading.
.  
.      Reasoning. Objectivity. Trying to avoid convictions of innocent
.      people on prejudice. The additional time may wear down a prejudice,
.      provide breathing room for the opposite viewpoint.
                                       
                                       
    _2.2.a-3 Competent Defense
     Each person accused of a crime appearing before a Court is either
     represented or assisted by someone competent in the Law and evidence.
     This competent defense will attempt to make it appear that the accused
     person is not guilty. Judgement about guilt must be left completely in
     the hands of the Judge, to no extend is it the job of the defense. When
     the Judge believes the defense is significantly lacking in the quality 
     of its defense under the Law, the Judge will resolve the matter after
     consultation with another Judge, until a competent defense and objective 
     Justice is being provided.
.  
.      It may happen that someone who is defending someone else is
.      leaving an obvious argument unused, while the Judge is well aware
.      of the superior line of Law application. In such a case the accused
.      person is being taken in by incompetent defense, and the objectivity
.      of the Judge may be compromised to some extend. To regain the needed
.      objectivity and authority, the Judge consults the issue with another
.      Judge, and then proceeds in whatever way to correct the lacking
.      defense. This can be by notifying the defense of the insufficient
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.      argument or by ruling a better quality defense assistent will be present.

.      To safeguard objectvity, the Judge who is now mingling with the defense,

.      can decide that a new Judge must hear the case. The prosecution may

.      also demand this, if it can make a case of Judge and defense mingling.

.      Such a procedural case can also be held in the Judge Court (court of 

.      appeal). Since no trial can happen without competent defense, it is 

.      implied one will be awarded at no cost if the accused person is unable 

.      to provide competent defense. All people accused will have competent

.      defense present even if they don't want that, because (often) they

.      are overestimating their own competence under the Law, which may

.      inadvertently lead them to their own conviction. They could defend

.      themselves, as long as they do it competently.

.     

.      The defense is basically allowed to go against its own sense of what

.      is true. The defense in that sense is performing a stage act. That

.      is useful because while lying in defense, the defense may well be 

.      saying the actual truth, and its own idea of the truth may well be 

.      wrong. It is only for the Judge to make that decision. These are all

.      common principles of Law.
                                       
                                       
     _2.2.a-4 International Justice
     People can be extradited to another Country, without the right of that
     country to extradite them to yet another Country, where they have
     committed a crime according to our system of Justice, a crime that
     would also be a crime in our Country. 

     The Country Council may prevent the extradition, in which case
     the convicted individual can be punished for the crime in our Country.

.      Reasoning. We need to stop fake Imperial tribunals far removed from

.      the Nation in which the crimes have been committed. However we cannot

.      allow people to commit grave crimes in other countries, and then

.      leave them here to live free, whether or not we have any relations

.      (yet) with that other Nation.  Within this logic it seems prudent

.      to have some limitations however, because some nations are not 

.      as interested in Justice as others. It seesm too much to ask from

.      a Judge to be an expert on all foreign countries. The foreign

.      office of the Country Council is the likely source of detailed

.      information about other countries. Hence they can stop an extradition

.      if they think it will be unfair to the accused or other reasons

.      that cannot be foreseen. This in turn liberates the Judge from such

.      problems, who can then refer the accused to an appeal at the Country

.      Council. All kinds of agreements between countries can be envisioned,

.      including foreign Court cases on our soil if the foreign country

.      is suspected of using torture, and so on. This form of international

.      Justice is always a bilateral affair. It excludes and is meant to

.      prohibit Imperial forms of pseudo-Justice, so that there is no need

.      for a new form of international Justice and an international law

.      maker, which are euphemisms for an overarching Empire and which would

.      call forth such an entity. Such an entity cannot remain under democratic

.      control and hence it will be an abusive entity.
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    _2.2.a-5 Trial not Punishment
     The proceedings of the trial may not themselves become a form of
     punishment, beyond a reasonable duty to work with the Judiciary as an
     innocent person, in the common interest. Persons who have previously
     been convicted and been to prison for a crime of greed, may be held
     in less comfortable environment during trial. A valid trial only occurs
     once with the same evidence.
.  
.      Reasoning.  The rule that someone charged can only be accused
.      once is also a long established rule (of common sense), technical
.      law that judges can use to deny over-zealous prosecutors. The
.      "working with judiciary" may include being locked in when
.      suspected of a serious crime, such being locked in is "in the
.      common interest," since it is understood sometimes innocent people
.      will end up being locked in, later to be released, in order to
.      make catching and holding actual criminals possible.
.      
.      This locking in is then not to be a form of punishment, which
.      implies a (reasonable) extend of comfort, "as if innocent." That
.      comfort again "in the common interest" not extreme (since it costs
.      public money), yet close enough to reasonable living conditions
.      enjoyed by most people outside of prison, however excluding
.      possible luxuries like meeting people, if that presents a direct
.      threat to either the case of other criminal enterprises (in the
.      common interest). In practice this probably means: comfortable
.      bedding, chairs, media access, food, ability to buy things, a
.      certain amount of space and for instance a small kitchen area,
.      enclosed bath-room, sunlight. The kind of things an innocent
.      person would not find very punishing, more or less the norm
.      (today). People who have prior convictions should be excluded
.      from these comforts, because the abuse of the comforts by a
.      criminal could degenerate these undeserved comforts themselves,
.      make them less then what they should be. In general that probably
.      means previous criminals will be locked up as during punishment,
.      or close enough (with some additional cell comforts) to such
.      conditions, that it does not cost too much money. This will make
.      sure people aren't committing crimes to get into the more luxurious
.      presumed-innocent holding areas. In theory the holding areas (not
.      the punishment cells, that would be unfair unequal punishment)
.      could reflect less well to do conditions for less well to do
.      people. If people are committing crimes just to get these benefits,
.      then the crime could be classified as "greed crime," denying further
.      access. Previously convicted and not cleared people can hardly be
.      really presumed as innocent, so why waste the money. The part of
.      the "greed" crime, means this rule does not apply to such things
.      as breaking things, writing on walls. This is to protect political
.      action. The usual hard crime is all greed crime (for profit), these
.      people will be affected.
.      
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.      Other things are also implied by this article: the trial has to

.      be reasonably quick, because too long (without reasonable cause or

.      (perhaps) additional comforts) would become punishment. The state

.      of the accused person, whether it says it is being punished,

.      should be of concern to the process, including the Judge (to

.      prevent premature punishment), wrong doings in this department

.      can then lead to claims of (reasonable) damages. It will be

.      interesting to record how the people who actually were innocent

.      have experienced being locked in, so as to provide the term

.      "reasonable" with reasonable content. Testing the facilities is

.      the "work" the innocent are performing, for which they are then

.      payed in services/goods during their stay.
                                       
                                       
_2.2.b Fair punishment
 People being punished to have their freedom of movement removed, have 
 the right to ask for segregation from other such convicted people for
 the duration of the punishment.
.
.  Reasoning. If someone innocent is convicted, such a person may want
.  to avoid all possible contact with actual criminals, so as not to
.  become a victim again.
                                       
                                       
    _2.2.b-1 Fair punishment, reading
     People convicted are never denied the right to read commonly available
     materials.
.
.      Reasoning. Reading can prevent people from going crazy in prison,
.      and it can be a great help for innocent people. People can also
.      use reading for study, so as to become better. Commonly available
.      means they may be denied the right to receive letters and 
.      doctored books, which may contain criminal communications.
                                       
                     Articles 2.3: Additional rights for Children
                                       
                                       
_2.3.a Right to be cared for
 A child which does no longer wish to live with its parents, is cared
 for by the Government.
 A child which wants to live with its parents, is released to the parents.
 A child has the right to know who its parents are and where they are.
 The government can not keep parents away from a child if that child does
 not want its parents to be kept away.
 The child in Government care does not pay, at any time, for the care
 it receives, but has the right to hold Government responsible to 
 the same extend parents are responsible for their children, at any time.
.
.  Reasoning. It seems difficult to make laws that protect children.
.  Laws that make sure only people get children that know each other and 
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.  that can get along sufficiently - behave like adults for most of the

.  time - how do you do that. How do you demand from people who are

.  behaving like spoiled little children with a bad attitude, that

.  they behave like adults for the sake of their children. How do you

.  force incompetent people to become competent. When you force people

.  to stay together, will they not vent their aggression on the children

.  even more. If marriage is demanded to get children, there is no way

.  to enforce it, and it does not solve the problem of extra marital

.  children. The only person in all this chaos with a clear interest

.  in seeing the children being brought up adequately, is the child

.  itself. When the child can leave its parents, the parents may have

.  an interest to behave at least somewhat within acceptable levels.

.  If they don't even want the child, it is better that it leaves also.

.  This set up reduces the risk that children get in even worse

.  conditions in government care - whatever that `government care' means,

.  it can be anything - because the children can get back. They have

.  a choice, and can therefore select the best option, that seems to be

.  in the interest of the children. The right to know who and where the

.  parents are, and disallowing the government to keep parents away

.  unless demanded by children, reduces the risk that governments

.  officials erect a barrier between child and parents, which could

.  prevent return of children to their real home. Parents could still

.  change their behavior. The government democracy should see to it that 

.  the government provides adequate care.

.

.  Some children may want to leave their parents not because their parents

.  are abusive, but for other reasons such as poverty or substance

.  abuse, chaos. In such cases an early investment in proper care for these

.  children could well prevent much larger costs for the People later

.  in life, so it is also economic sound policy to take good care of children.

.  With bad parents but proper care elsewhere, a child could change from

.  being setup to become a destroyed wreck to being a productive and happy

.  member of society.


